Corian® wireless charging surface.
On the outside, this is our signature, stylish Corian® solid surface.

Introducing DuPont™ Corian® wireless charging surface.

Durable, stain resistant, easy-to-clean – every stylish hue and pattern of Corian®, is available for wireless charging integration.

Not only does its nearly seamless form provide virtually limitless design options, Corian® Wireless Charging Surface is the perfect addition to modern smart homes, retail environments and more.

How does it power up?

Just below the Corian® Wireless Charging Surface, a transmitter transfers energy wirelessly to a receiver within or attached to your smart device. Plus, the surface is smart - charging stops when your device has reached maximum battery capacity. It’s the ideal solution for kitchens, hospitality areas – anywhere!
Wireless charging that’s truly effortless.

Imagine messy cables and having to hunt for your charger to be a thing of the past! With the new generation of smart phones combined with a Corian® Charging Surface it can be. Yes, you can simply place your new iPhone 8, iPhone 8 Plus, iPhone X and Samsung Galaxy 8 onto a Corian® Charging Surface and reap the wireless charging benefits that are cleverly concealed under the benchtop surface.

All major smart phones now support built in wireless charging with the new release devices from both Apple and Samsung.
What makes this unique is what’s underneath.

Hidden from view is a transmitter that powers up smartphones, tablets and more, wirelessly. Energy is transferred safely from below the Corian® surface, to a smart device – charging stops when your battery is full.

Diagram illustrates placement of Individual Charging Unit.
Here’s how to wirelessly charge smart devices.

1. Select a Corian® surface colour from the hues and patterns available.

2. Decide where in your designs, a charging surface(s) will work best.

3. A DuPont™ Corian® fabricator* will install the device(s) along with the surface installation.

4. Once installed, place your wireless enabled device (or connect a wireless charging ring for non-wireless enabled devices) over the charging spot and power up begins automatically. Charging stops when battery is full.

* An authorized Corian® fabricator/installer has the needed expertise to install the Individual Wireless Charging unit underneath the surface. This requires the fabricator/installer to mill out an area on the underside of the surface to enable the induction process to occur.

If a device is already Qi or PMA enabled, customers will not require a wireless charging ring or charging case to power up.
Power up your designs with a DuPont™ Corian® wireless charging surface.


#CORIANPOWERUP
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